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Abstract: 

This article focuses on the information needs of literary critics when producing literary criticism. A fundamental 

aspect of this research, the six-stage model of producing literary criticism, was developed from interviews with 

literary critics. Using a mail survey, the model was tested and substantiated. The research-phases model 

provides the context to understand the function of information at each of the identified stages of literary 

criticism, that is, idea generation, preparation, elaboration, analysis and writing, dissemination, and further 

writing and dissemination. The model is contrasted with research-phases models of other disciplines. This 

holistic approach, linking information functions to research stages, advances the study of information-seeking 

behavior in context. 

 

Article: 

Librarians have long considered the library as the humanist's laboratory and its books as the humanist's 

instruments. Such a perception has been corroborated by studies of library and collection usage which convey 

the extent of library and material use and the characteristics of the material used. Less is known about hu-

manists' information-seeking behavior that does not emphasize library use. Traditional information needs and 

uses studies represent an atomistic approach which focuses on "user behavior primarily in the context of user 

intersection with systems" (Dervin & Nilan, 1986, p. 14). For information professionals to be effective 

information providers, they require a fuller understanding of humanists' information needs and uses, such as 

their information needs beyond the characteristics of needed materials, the context of the research process in 

which information needs occur, how information is used, and whether their information needs have been met. 

This holistic approach to studying information needs and uses in the context of research activities not only 

enhances an understanding of information-seeking behavior but it also represents a critical shift in research 

methodology, because it examines the information that humanists use to advance their work or knowledge. In 

addition, by providing a comprehensive description of literary critics' information use in the context of their 

research activities, the framework used in this study responds to Dervin and Nilan's (1986) call for a paradigm 

shift in needs and uses studies from an atomistic to a holistic approach. 

 

To date, no descriptive model of the research process of literary critics has been developed. This study uses 

research phases to construct a model that identifies the stages involved in producing literary criticism and the 

role that information plays at each stage. Research phases/stages
1
 in this study are defined as separate tasks and 

time spans within the process of literary criticism. Each task may incorporate one or more activities. This article 

describes the research phases and information use in literary criticism and the working environment of literary 

critics. It also contrasts this research phases model of literary criticism with research phases models of other 

disciplines. 
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LITERARY CRITICISM 

This information-seeking study focuses on scholars conducting literary criticism because there is a need to 

understand the information needs and uses in the distinct disciplines within the humanities. Research on 

information needs and uses in the humanities has been conducted based on the assumption that all disciplines 

within the humanities are the same and that all findings may be generalized across these disciplines.
2
 However, 

no empirical data support this assumption. Needed are studies that address each specific humanities discipline to 

identify the differences, if any, that may exist and to isolate the special needs of scholars within each discipline. 

The British Library report, Information Problems in the Humanities (1975), referred to differences in 

humanistic disciplines and the need to study them separately. More recently, Lönnqvist's (1990) study of the 

information-seeking behavior and needs of humanities scholars indicated that "scholars in the humanities do not 

have a homogeneous information seeking behavior or homogeneous information needs. Variations from 

discipline to discipline can be seen; especially scholars doing research in linguistics or languages behaved 

differently in the humanities" (p. 29). 

 

The present investigation focuses on the information-seeking behavior of scholars in one humanistic discipline, 

literary criticism. Literary criticism is a form of literary scholarship, which also includes linguistics, textual 

scholarship, literary theory, literary history, literary bibliography, literary biography, and cultural studies, 

among others. Literary criticism "is the analysis and interpretation of texts"
3
 (Lipking, 1981, p. 83). In an 

examination of "The Transformation of English Studies: 1930-1995," Abrams (1997) finds texts to be broadly 

defined: "In the present state of English studies in the American university . . . all intellectual products are 

reduced to a common condition as texts to be interpreted . . . [and] are viewed as the natural province of the 

putative experts in texts and interpretation who inhabit departments of literature" (pp. 123-124). For this study, 

texts or works of literature are defined as any form of discourse that literary critics choose to consider as 

literature and to include in literature courses, and about which they write criticism. 

 

LITERARY SCHOLARS: INFORMATION NEEDS AND USES STUDIES 

The body of literature dealing with the information needs and uses of literary scholars is small, and no studies 

have dealt exclusively with literary critics. Nine works examined the bibliographic characteristics of cited 

references in literary studies. The various foci included American literature (Budd, 1986a; Gleaves, 1961), 

English literature (Heinzkill, 1980), monographic scholarship of foreign literary studies by native speakers of 

English (Cullars, 1988), literature of two or more national origins (Budd, 1990; Cullars, 1985,1989; Stern, 

1983), and citing of native and foreign language materials (Batts, 1972). These citation studies suggest that 

books are cited more often than other types of materials, such as serial literature, newspapers, manuscripts, and 

dissertations, and that these scholars tend to cite a greater variety of serial titles and older books than do 

scholars in other disciplines. These findings provide only a partial picture of the manner in which literary 

scholars use information and give no indication about how cited material is identified and located. 

 

Two studies analyzed the functions of cited references in an attempt to determine whether humanistic research 

processes influence citation practices (Frost, 1979; Jaaskalainen, 1985). These analyses reveal the citation 

process and not the characteristics of the cited works. Two studies examined the literature used by literary 

scholars and considered the implications for collection management. One is a treatise (Beugnot, 1981) on the 

topic, and the other is a citation study (Budd, 1986b). The remaining works include a dissertation on the infor-

mation-seeking behavior of literary scholars in Canadian universities (Hopkins, 1988), a study of the library and 

information resources and services for users in language and literature (Beh, 1983), an analysis of the readership 

patterns of five literary journals among literary scholars (Doland, 1984), and a report on what constitutes the 

literary canon, how it is formed, and how it affects curriculum and, in turn, collection development (Heinzkill, 

1980). 

 

                                                 
2
 See Watson-Boone (1994) for a review of the 1983-1992 literature on the information needs and habits of humanities scholars. 

3
 The operational definition used in the study was "Literary criticism is the analysis, study, evaluation and interpretation of works of 

literature" (Chu, 1992, p. 35). 



A HOLISTIC FRAMEWORK OF THE RESEARCH PROCESS:  

RESEARCH PHASES 

Few of the use and user studies conducted to date, whether in the sciences, social sciences, or humanities, have 

tried to contextualize the information-seeking behavior of the user; that is, they do not describe when 

information seeking occurs, the frequency with which the behaviors occur, or whether such behaviors are 

related to specific types of scholarly activities. This neglect of context is particularly evident in studies of 

information-seeking in the humanities. However, there is a small group of studies (see, e.g., Garvey, Tomita, & 

Woolf, 1979; Line, 1974; Menzel, 1966; Stone, 1980; Uva, 1977) that "seek to ascertain what information 

sources were used at a given phase of research, and then infer the function served by a source from the phase at 

which it was used predominantly" (Menzel, 1967, pp. 287-288). The theory behind these studies of research 

phases is that information-seeking activities of researchers take place within the context of the research process 

and are linked with the various stages or phases of that process (White, 1975). 

 

At the time of the study there was little written on the research phase itself. White (1975) stated that a research 

phase is usually "considered as a means of delineating separate tasks and time spans within the research 

process" (p. 338). More recently, Barry (1997) has developed the Research Activity Timeline (RAT), a 

qualitative data collection and analysis technique that 

 
was developed to investigate traditional and electronic information-seeking activity. The guiding principles behind the technique are 

to: contextualize information activity and the use of information technology by producing real-life examples set within the context of 

everyday work; facilitate detailed recall of implicit and forgotten information activities; and investigate change in individuals' 

information behavior. (p. 153) 

 

The RAT technique evolved from the critical incident technique and the sense- making timeline interview; these 

methods are comparable to the ones used in this study. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

In order to learn and understand the diverse nature of literary critics' work, data were collected in two stages: the 

development of a descriptive model of the literary critical process, followed by its testing. The first phase 

involved structured personal account interviews with literary critics to obtain data for an in- depth analysis of 

their scholarly activities. The interview approach was modeled after two methods: a methodology for accounts 

(Brown & Sime, 1981) and the "time line interview" (Dervin & Clark, 1987). Brown and Sime (1981) defined 

an account as "the personal record of an event by the individual experiencing it, told from his point of view. The 

account interview is the context in which the story is related. Essentially, it provides a social situation for the re-

counting of the experience with the interviewer's role being that of facilitator" (p. 160). The rationale for using 

the account is that people can and do recount their experiences, and that the accounts are acceptable as scientific 

data. The time-line interview is a method of asking people to reconstruct each step taken in a specific situation, 

wherein a participant tries to explain the nature of a situation, the information gaps experienced, and the kinds 

of help sought at each step to cope with or to resolve these gaps. This interview method is central to Dervin's 

sense-making approach to the assessment of information needs (Der- vin & Clark, 1987). 

 

Each interview addressed three areas: activities particular to the production of one work of literary criticism, 

general scholarly/research activities, and background information. Each interview was tape-recorded and lasted 

approximately one hour. During the interview each activity, information needed, and difficulties experienced by 

the interviewee were written down on index cards and presented to the interviewee chronologically. After the 

process of producing one recent work of literary criticism was described, each interviewee was asked to review 

the cards and confirm the sequence and completeness of the 



 

 

process as represented in the cards. Any activity or other information that was missing would be added at this 

point. 

 

A random sample of 31 literary critics were interviewed from a pool of 211 potential literary critics at three 

universities in southwestern Ontario, Canada. Each tape was transcribed and the text/content of both the 

transcripts and the index cards was analyzed to identify scholarly activities/events and their related cognitive 

processes (see Figure 1), and information activities and their related usage and resources (see Figure 2). 

 

The work/process of literary criticism described in each interview was considered a case. The events for each 

case were examined to understand the progression of events. The activities were ordered on a case-by-case basis 

into natural phases or progression. Each phase included activities sharing a similar purpose which was distinct 

from another phase. For example, 
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Dissemination: events n-Z 

 

The sequences in different cases were then compared to determine if there were enough similarities to suggest a 

general pattern of behavior. In addition, the cases involving shorter works, such as articles or book chapters, 

were compared to those involving longer works, such as books. These data generated the preliminary 

descriptive model of the work of literary critics and the functions served by information. 

 

The second phase of the study, testing of the preliminary model, involved a survey of a large sample of literary 

critics. The questionnaire focused on four areas: participant's area of literary study, stages of work and 

information use, other work activities and information sources, and background data. A total of 1,300 potential 

literary critics at Ontario universities were identified using each institution's 1988-1990 calendar/catalog. 

Questionnaires were mailed out to a random, systematic sample of 800 literary critics. A total of 281 

questionnaires were returned, of which 171 were usable. Unusable questionnaires included 69 responses from 

literary scholars who did not consider their primary area of work to be literary criticism, 32 non-responses, and 

9 refusals to participate. Non-responses were those questionnaires which were returned because the addressee 

was no longer at the designated university (22), was deceased (2), retired (2), or on sabbatical (6). Refusals 

included six literary critics who did not have the time to participate and three who did not wish to participate. 

The response rate, 24.5% (171 of 699 literary critics), was calculated by excluding the 32 non-responses and the 

69 responses from literary scholars who did not consider themselves literary critics. 

 

The survey data were handled in the following manner: (1) all activities in the model were retained unless more 

than 50 percent of the respondents had indicated that all the associated cognitive processes of an activity 

occurred "rarely" or was not applicable, "N/A;" and (2) open-ended responses were coded using categories 

developed from the data. 

 

BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH INTERESTS OF THE LITERARY CRITICS 

This article reports the results related to the development of the research-phases model of literary criticism. A 

profile of the questionnaire respondents provides the background and range of experiences on which the model 

is generated. The back- 

 

 



 

ground and research interests of the 171 literary critics who responded to the questionnaire were varied. Over 

70% of the participating literary critics were men (124 of 167 respondents) and more than 80% were tenured 

(142 of 168 repondents). Seventy-five were professors and 67 were associate professors (see Table 1). The 

distribution of academic rank corresponded to the distribution of the number of years the respondents had spent 

researching, writing, and publishing literary criticism. Beginning with their Master's degree work, the number 

of years the participants had spent doing literary criticism ranged from two to 50 years. 

 

The majority of the degrees held by the participants were granted by North American institutions (see Table 2). 

Of the respondents who provided data about their degrees, over 90% held Bachelor's, Master's, and Doctoral 

degrees; however, there were two who did not have a Bachelor's degree, 12 who did not obtain the Master's 

degree, and 15 who did not have a doctorate. There were very few critics who had more than three degrees. 

 

Most of the respondents indicated that the areas of literary scholarship in which they work "often" and "very 

often" were literary criticism (143 of 164 re- 

 
 

spondents, 87.2%) and literary history (92 of 143 respondents, 64.3%) (see Table 3). The strong interest in 

literary criticism confirmed that the respondents were appropriate subjects for this study, that is, they are literary 

critics. The areas in which 50% or more of the literary critics worked occasionally or more frequently were 

literary theory, literary biography, literary bibliography, and textual editing. Few literary critics indicated a 

strong interest in linguistic- related areas as was the case reported by the non-literary critics. Interest in areas of 

literary study other than the ones listed in the questionnaire were stated by only a few respondents (see Table 4). 

Six critics reported history and literature- related studies as being areas of additional interest. 

 

Of the 163 respondents who indicated the national literature they studied, approximately one third reported 

studying more than one type of national literature (see Table 5). This category included the responses which 

listed more than one national literature as well as the following: continents (e.g., African and European), 



comparative literature, and national literatures which have a language in common (e.g., international literature 

in English, peninsular Spanish and Latin American, Continental French, and French Canadian). Fourteen 

national literatures represented the total interests of the respondents. The national literatures were mainly 

European and North American; the exceptions were Colombian, Chinese, and Jewish. 

 

The languages of the literature that 160 respondents reported studying corresponded to the national literatures 

they studied (see Table 6). Apart from Hebrew and Chinese the languages reported were modern European. 

English was 

 

 

indicated by almost half of the subjects. Although approximately one third of the literary critics (52) studied 

more than one national literature, only 11.9% (19 of 160 respondents) studied literatures in more than one 

language. Thus, literary critics who studied more than one national literature tended to adhere to national 

literatures of the same language, such as English or French. 

 



The literary periods which 159 of the questionnaire respondents reported studying covered a very broad range, 

from A.D. 400 to the present (see Table 7). The literary periods which were most frequently cited belonged to 

this century: 20th century and modern/post-modern/contemporary, respectively. The 162 questionnaire 

respondents who indicated which literary genres they studied reported varied interests (see Table 8). The most 

frequently cited category was 

 

 

 

the study of more than one genre (38.3%, or 62 of 162 respondents). The second and third most frequently cited 

genres were the novel and poetry. 

 

The critical approaches that 155 questionnaire participants reported studying covered a broad range of interests 

and were represented by 26 categories (see Table 9). Most frequently, literary critics described their critical 

approach as eclectic. The second and third preferred critical approaches were historical criticism and new crit-

icism. Although questionnaire participants indicated the use of a broad range of critical approaches, the ones 

most frequently mentioned comprise a small number of approaches, namely, feminist, formalist, historical, new 

criticism, and eclectic. 

 

THE RESEARCH-PHASES MODEL OF THE LITERARY CRITICAL PROCESS 

The holistic approach used in this study to describe the information-seeking behavior of literary critics links 

information needs and uses with scholarly activities. However, prior to the present investigation a model of the 

process of literary criticism was not available, making it necessary to develop one in the first 



 

 

phase of the research. The research-phases model of the literary critical process developed from the present 

study incorporates both scholarly activities and information functions
4
 (see Figures 3 and 4). 

 

The model incorporates six stages: idea generation, preparation, elabora- 

                                                 
4
 An expanded model of literary criticism was also developed which details the scholarly activities and information functions of each stage of 

the literary critical process, and provides information about associated cognitive processes, difficulties experienced in finding information at each 

stage of the process and other work-related activities (Chu, 1992). For this article all the data are consolidated into two figures that, taken 

together, represent the research- phases model of literary criticism (see Figures 3 and 4). 



 

 

tion, analysis and writing, dissemination, and further writing and dissemination. During the first stage, the 

literary critic generates and develops an idea. The activities during this stage are mainly solitary, with the 

exception of literary critics wishing to discuss their idea(s). Information is used minimally and for the pur- 



 



 

pose of developing ideas and identifying the literary text(s) to be used. 

 

During the preparation stage, the literary critic identifies, locates, and reads the primary and secondary material 

required to obtain sufficient information to formulate a strategy for writing literary criticism. This stage is 

marked by substantive use of information, the highest among all the stages. The information needs were for a 

diverse range of primary and secondary materials. The activities during this stage are also solitary with the 

possible exception of soliciting help to identify and locate materials needed. The results of this study reveal that 

the term "research," unlike its use by information professionals and scientists, generally is not used to describe 

the scholarly process of literary criticism. Instead, the term "research" is specifically associated with 

information-searching activities, that is, the literature search. 

 

The elaboration stage is mainly a mental process to map the idea(s) for writing, to create an outline, and to 

organize notes. Other activities pertaining to this stage are the discussion of idea(s) and the application for 

funding to support scholarly activities. There is minimal use of information for the purpose of focusing the 

shape of literary criticism. 

 

The analysis and writing stage begins with the solitary activity of writing and usually ends with a request for 

help with editing and proofreading. This stage is also characterized by extensive use of information with slight 

to moderate amounts of information searching. Exploration of channels to disseminate literary criticism tends to 

begin at the analysis and writing stage. 

 

The dissemination stage involves the activities of presenting or publishing a work of criticism. Minimal use of 

information is required at this stage. Information helps to refine the argument of the criticism or to improve its 

content. Other activities occurring during this stage are exploration of dissemination channels and application 

for funding for travel. 

 

The final stage of the model, further writing and dissemination, takes place when applicable. The activities 

involved in this stage are the reworking and further dissemination of a completed and previously disseminated 

document. The new document may contain little or no changes and is usually disseminated through a different 

channel. There is moderate use of information for the purpose of rewriting the document. 

 

These stages of literary criticism, although presented linearly, are not meant to represent a strictly linear and 

sequential order. The model presents the natural progression of events classified into six stages; however, the 

transition from one stage to the other is not always clearly delineated. This observation was also noted by a few 



of the interviewees and questionnaire respondents. The "fuzziness" found between stages produces variability in 

the model. Three factors that influence variations in the model are the number of active projects, the newness of 

a project (i.e., familiarity with subject), and personal working style. Most of the interviewees worked on several 

projects and, therefore, were involved at different stages of work in relation to each project. If the subject of a 

new project is familiar (e.g., an extension of previous work, a different aspect of a previous project), minimal 

preparation may be required while a new project on an unfamiliar subject will call for stricter adherence to the 

model. A literary critic may develop a personal style of working based on his or her own personality, mentors' 

style of work, and/or instruction received in bibliography/library research courses. Depending on which factors 

may be relevant, a literary critic may have a method of working which is a variation of the six stages. However, 

irrespective of variations, the process is cyclical, beginning with an idea, ending with a product and starting 

again (see Figure 5). 

 

There are three primary variations to the model of literary criticism (see Variations la-3a in Figure 6). Each of 

the variations may be followed by further writing and dissemination, a stage which literary critics may adopt to 

disseminate the particular work using a different channel. This situation would yield three additional patterns 

(see Variations lb-3b in Figure 6) which expand on the three primary variations. 

 

The first pattern begins with idea generation/elaboration, is followed by analysis and writing, then 

dissemination, and possibly further writing and dissemination. This variation is marked by the absence of the 

preparation stage. This situation would be associated with a critic who is working on another aspect or 

extension of a previous study. Since the subject is familiar, the critic will have extensive knowledge of the 

subject and will have most of the materials needed. Therefore, there would not be much need for preparation 

and if information searching is required, it is an activity within the analysis and writing stage. 

 

The second pattern begins with development of an idea, is followed by preparation, then elaboration/analysis 

and writing, then dissemination, and possibly by further writing and dissemination. This variation is the same as 

the model 



 

except that the elaboration stage is not distinguished from the analysis and writing process. Once a critic is 

prepared to write, writing and elaboration take place concurrently. 

 

The third pattern begins with idea development, is followed by preparation/ analysis and writing, then 

dissemination, and possibly further writing and dissemination. This variation is characterized by the absence of 

the elaboration 



 

stage. In this situation, a critic would begin writing soon after reading only some materials. Such critics like to 

write down the thoughts they gather as they read (i.e., alternating between reading and writing) and, in such a 

manner, slowly build up, through many re-writes, to a complete draft. 

 

It is difficult to ascertain how many critics adhere to the model or one of its variations, or when a certain pattern 

may be more applicable to a specific type of study. In any case, the recognition of the variations to the model 

does not detract from its value as all of the variations incorporate all stages of the model in a different manner 

of progression. Other studies of the research process in the humanities, although with fewer observations, have 

resulted in similar findings. For example, Uva's (1977) study of the research phases in historical research 

revealed that "often there is overlapping between stages with work going on in several stages simultaneously" 

(p. 16) and Stone's (1980) study of eight humanities scholars identified five research steps that could proceed in 

sequence as well as in parallel. Similarly, an Investigation into Information Requirements of the Social Sciences 

(INFROSS) carried out between 1968 and 1971, which asked respondents to record stages of their research in 

chronological order, found that research stages "do indeed occur, but not as stages; they overlap and 

intermingle" (Line, 1973, p. 18). For example, "some data collection may take place before a hypothesis is 

formulated, preliminary analyses may necessitate the collection of more or different data and the use of a 

different methodology—and part of a report may be written well before the work has been completed" (Line, 

1973, p. 18). Thus, three conceptual models were developed from the INFROSS study that include a linear 

model, a cyclic model (described later in this article), and a generalized model which presents the complex links 

between the elements (Line, 1974). 

 

The time spent to produce a work of literary criticism is difficult to determine because literary criticism 

normally is not a continuous and isolated process, the materials needed may not be readily available, the length 

and difficulty of the criticism varies, and the critics may be working on concurrent projects. Therefore, a 

reliable measure of the time spent producing a work of literary criticism is the proportion of time spent working 

on each stage, beginning at the idea stage and ending with the dissemination stage. The respondents reported 

spending most of their time on the analysis and writing, and preparation stages. 



 

CONTEXTUALIZING THE WORK OF LITERARY CRITICS 

In order to understand the conditions in which literary critics work, data were obtained to understand their 

perceptions of their work, assistance they received to advance their work, formal and informal channels of 

information, type of literary critical approach used, source of their ideas, bibliographic instruction received, 

difficulties experienced producing literary criticism, and preferred forms of dissemination. The participants 

provided a positive view of their work in their responses, suggesting that literary criticism is an intellectual, 

creative, enjoyable, and for the most part, solitary process. There was a strong sense that they valued their work. 

 

The respondents reported needing very little help with their work. The types of help reported include: 

intellectual, emotional, informational, editorial, and technical. Intellectual help was obtained through exchanges 

with colleagues or with students who provided stimulus and intellectual feedback. Encouragement and 

emotional support, provided by family and friends, is an important motivation factor. Informational help 

involved the need for bibliographic or factual information or materials. Informational help was obtained from 

libraries, colleagues, conferences, students, and the materials themselves. Editorial help, including proofreading, 

was needed at the analysis and writing or dissemination stages. This type of help was provided by family and 

colleagues. Technical help included typing and computer help, which were obtained from colleagues, research 

assistants, family, and secretaries. The places the interviewees primarily relied on for materials are academic 

libraries and personal collections. 

 

Both formal and informal channels of information are important sources for obtaining information. This finding 

supports some recent research suggesting the relative importance of informal channels of communication in the 

humanities (Lönnqvist, 1990, p. 29; Pandit, 1992) although earlier studies suggested that informal 

communication had relatively little importance (e.g., Hopkins, 1988). In addition to family, friends, colleagues, 

and students other important informal sources are conferences and colloquia. Attendance at both types of events 

may take place because the subject is of interest. Other reasons reported for attending conferences included 

listening to other research, and for attending colloquia included supporting a colleague and the department. The 

types of help received at conferences were networking and sense of community, while colloquia provided a 

forum for new ideas and feedback. 

 

The literary critical approaches used by the participants were diverse. The use of an eclectic approach to literary 

criticism was most frequently reported. The participants reported that the literary critical approach they used 

affected their work. Most frequently, the critical approach they used dictated the amount and type of 

information required, provided a methodology to guide analysis, promoted self-reliance and originality, and 

emphasized close textual analysis. 

 

The ideas for literary criticism most often originate from issues arising from previous work or from teaching. 

This finding suggests that for many critics, a new project builds on an established knowledge base and 

information resources. Such a situation indicates that literary critics do minimal searching for information in the 

generation of new ideas. 

 

The majority of the literary critics (20 of 31 respondents) interviewed in the first phase of the study had some 

form of bibliographic instruction. Formal bibliographic training had been obtained through a course (17), tour 

(9), or class instruction/workshop (3). Alternative types of training included self-taught methods (5), individual 

instruction from librarians (4), information on pathfinders (1), and computer-assisted instruction (1). The large 

number of literary critics who had obtained bibliographic instruction is an indicator of the familiarity they have 

with a library's information systems and collection. 

 

The literary critics reported few difficulties in conducting research for literary criticism and in finding 

information. Problems were most frequently encountered during the idea and preparation stages, with the fewest 

reported in the further writing and dissemination stage. The difficulties found consistently across all stages 

concerned access to materials and the lack of resources. 



 

The preferred forms of dissemination are journal articles, conference presentations, books, and colloquia. The 

reasons reported for disseminating literary criticism include personal benefit (e.g., professional advancement, 

exposure) and professional benefit (e.g., to enrich the discipline and share the work). 

 

COMPARISON WITH OTHER MODELS OF RESEARCH PHASES 

Research-phase studies are important in identifying the stages of research and the information functions within 

that process. The identification of these phases is important in order to understand information-seeking 

behavior. The phase identification approach was used in this study to develop a model from which to begin to 

understand the information needs and uses of literary critics, thereby enabling comparisons between literary 

scholars and scholars from other disciplines. 

 

Findings from research-phase studies of other disciplines are compared here with those found in the present 

study. It is difficult to conduct a comparative study of the models because the unit used to describe/represent a 

stage, phase, or step in the process of research or scholarship varies in scope. Nevertheless, it is important to 

note points of similarity and difference. The number of research phases reported in the sciences and social 

sciences (see Figure 7) range considerably, for example, economists may have as few as three phases (White, 

1975), while scientists may go through as many as eleven (Garvey, Tomita, & Woolf, 1979). In the INFROSS 

study of social scientists, three models of the research procedure in the social sciences were developed: the 

linear, generalized, and cyclic models (Line, 1974). The linear and generalized models include five stages that 

incorporate micro elements associated with each stage. The cyclic model includes six stages (see Figure 7). 

Unlike the concise model of economists which only describes methodology as one phase, the model for social 

scientists 

 
 

represents it in three phases: planning method of investigation, data collection, and data analysis. 

 

Two models of research phases in the humanities were identified (see Figure 8). Stone (1980) described the 

research process of humanities scholars in terms of five actions and Uva's study (1977) of academic historians 

reports a five- stage process. My six-stage model of literary critics is offered for contrast. From initial 

observation, a difference that is readily detected relates to analysis as an activity during research. In Stone's 



model this activity is absent; in the Uva model it occurs prior to writing; and in my model it is linked to the 

writing process. In the experience of literary critics, and probably in the work of other humanists, analysis 

cannot be disconnected from the writing process. 

 

All of the frameworks presented suggest a common start to the research process beginning with the selection of 

a problem or the initial planning of research. This initial stage corresponds with the model of literary criticism 

developed in the present study. Similarly, all the models have a common end phase, that is, the generation of 

written documents. In the present study, this end phase is referred to as the dissemination of one's work. This 

terminology, unlike that used in the other models, suggests that scholarly communication is cyclical and that 

research involves not just the generation of information but its communication. Unique to the literary critics' 

model is the identification of further writing and dissemination, a stage which, however, is not unique to literary 

critics. The practice of this activity has been observed in the sciences, social sciences, and other disciplines in 

the humanities. For example, it is not uncommon for a scholar to present a paper at a conference, followed by 

its submission for journal publication. 

 

Aside from the similarities found in the initial and final stages, the remaining 

 

 
stages differ among the various models presented. The models for scientists, economists, social scientists, and 

academic historians include steps that are associated with a "scientific" approach, such as planning the 

methodology, writing a research proposal, applying for funding, and data collection, analysis, and 

interpretation. The economists' model also encompasses all of these activities but uses only one term to 

represent them: methodology. 

 

The humanists' model (Stone, 1980) is reported in terms of courses of action. The steps are comparable to those 

comprising the literary critics' model. The two steps in Stone's model: reading what has already been done in the 

discipline, and studying original sources and making notes, are typical of the activities in the preparation phase 

of literary criticism. The analysis and writing stage in literary criticism incorporates two of the steps in Stone's 

research phases for humanists: drafting the write-up and revising the final draft. However, as noted earlier 

Stone's model does not explicitly incorporate analysis as a research activity. 

 

The comparison of research-phase models of various disciplines suggests that the strongest parallel with the 

literary critical model is Stone's model for humanities scholars. For instance, Stone's five steps, translated into 

the terminology of the literary critics' model, correspond to the following stages: idea, preparation, and analysis 

and writing. This parallel shows that literary critics, a subset of humanists, do follow a scholarly process similar 

to humanists as a whole. 



 

CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE STUDY  

Implications for Research Methodology 

Previous studies have tended to start with a model taken from the sciences (or in later studies, the social 

sciences), then used this model as a template against which to compare the humanities scholars who are, then, in 

some respects, seen as falling short if their work does not fit all of the categories of scientific work. The use of 

an ethnographic approach in which the respondents describe in their own terms and from their own perspective 

how they view their work is an important departure from this tradition. In the present study, the use of various 

methods to gather the data for model building and testing suggests that triangulation
5
 is effective for yielding 

valid and reliable data. Research phases, a holistic approach to studying information-seeking behavior, enabled 

a fuller understanding of the complexity of the literary critical process. For instance, it revealed that literary 

criticism is not a clearly defined step-by-step sequential process, the way most scientific and social scientific 

work appears to be. 

 

Implications for Future Research 

Information professionals require an understanding of their users in order to be responsive to their needs. They 

have looked to information needs and uses studies for such knowledge. In the past, these studies have focused 

generally on material and institutional use. However, such data give only a partial idea of information needs and 

uses. In contrast, the results of the present study offer information workers a deeper understanding of the 

research activities conducted by literary critics: specifically, the context from which information needs germi-

nate, the specific functions of information channels in literary critical work, and the nature of the information 

needs that arise in each stage of research. It is recognized that information needs and uses studies of the 

humanities as a whole are important and needed. However, discipline-specific knowledge, such as that provided 

in this study, is also critical for research institutions, libraries, and archives that focus on serving the pressing 

needs of particular scholars. 

 

Research beyond exploratory studies is needed. Much of the information needs and uses studies in the 

humanities are exploratory in nature and have tended to use few observations to begin making generalizations. 

Such findings require further investigation to test their reliability as well as external validity. The use of 

research phases, as a holistic approach, and triangulation offer a valid methodology for tackling information-

seeking behavior research. 

 

Although much has been learned about the work of literary critics and their information needs and uses, there is 

yet more to be discovered about these scholars, their work, and their scholarly communication process. 

Examples include a study of the: 

 

 Context within which ideas originate; 

 Motivational factors in conducting literary criticism. For example, the extent that "love" of one's work 

motivates a scholar and whether this "love" persists throughout one's career; 

 Nature of the work in collaborative projects; 

 Informal channels of communication by literary scholars, to build on prior research that have studied 

humanities scholars in general; and 

 Way information technologies and the availability of electronic texts may be affecting literary critics' work, 

communication, and information-seeking behavior. 

CONCLUSION 

                                                 
5
 Triangulation is the use of two or more methods to collect data to study a research problem. By bringing two or more independent 

measurement processes to bear on a problem, triangulation reduces uncertainty in data interpretation; thereby, increasing research 

validity (Webb et al., 1981). 



This research has provided insight into the information-seeking behavior of literary critics, a group which has 

not received exclusive or in-depth attention in information-seeking studies. In particular their information-

seeking behavior was studied in the context of the production of literary criticism, a process which is 

represented by a set of research and information activities. Information was considered as an element not only 

used by literary critics but one that advances their research activities. These research activities were translated 

into research phases which allowed for comparative study of the research phases in other disciplines. The most 

similarity was found with a research-phases model for humanists (Stone, 1980). In summary, this study found 

that literary critics have a positive view of their work; they needed very little assistance from others; they used 

both formal and informal channels of information; they used a diversity of literary critical approaches; their 

ideas originated most often from their earlier work or their teaching; most have had bibliographic instruction; 

few difficulties were experienced while conducting their work or finding information; and the two most 

preferred forms of dissemination were journal articles and conference papers. Finally, this article points the 

direction to further research that can attempt to explain the different aspects of literary critics' information-

seeking behavior. 
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